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TOTARE CINQUE TERRA SLING BAG 
Luxury sling bag inspired by authentic Indian leathercraft ideal for traveling and 

concealed carry 
 

Tracy, CA, January 15, 2020 – Totare was conceived through one man’s international 
travels and born during an unsuspecting visit back to his hometown, where he found the 
item he had—unknowingly—been searching the globe to find. He laid eyes on a 
beautifully handcrafted leather bag, sitting like the Taj Mahal on a Kansas plain. The 
man was drawn to this leather bag that stood out from its humble surroundings, and the 
first thread of Totare was sewn. Totare’s founder further felt that the concealed carry 
bag industry left something to be desired. He reasoned that there was no reason a 
person shouldn’t have a bag that is both aesthetically exceptional and convenient for 
concealed carry purposes. This set the stage for Totare’s line of luxury leather 
concealed carry bags.  
 
The Cinque Terra, like all Totare bags, was designed to pay homage to its humble 
origins, embodying the charm and authenticity of our founder’s hometown. Handcrafted 
by Calcutta’s traditional methods used by the world’s most talented leather artisans, this 
saddlebag-style shoulder bag is the perfect picture of leather craftsmanship. Comprised 
of the finest materials found throughout the globe, the Cinque Terra will partner with you 
for life. With an unfinished, suede-like feel, this mocha leather even feels like the good 
old days.  
 
Perfect for the adventurer in all of us, this sling bag organizes your smaller items—such 
as keys to your moped or your Aviators—in an interior zipper pocket, interior open 
pockets, back exterior zipper pocket, or one of five exterior pockets secured by classic 
brass buckles and snaps. With a roomy interior secured by an over flap and snap, this 
bag will stow the larger essentials as well, like your two-lens camera for capturing new 
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sights or the spill-proof tumbler housing your iced macchiato. While traveling, it is crucial 
to keep prepared and protected. The spacious inner compartment and decorative 
exterior pockets of the Cinque Terra equip you to discreetly carry concealed personal 
firearms while maintaining convenient access in case of emergency.  
 
The perfect companion for any voyage or adventure, our beautiful and durable leather 
Cinque Terra will safely transport your personal belongings in style. 
 
About Totare: Combining the best of innovative concepts with traditional leather 
craftsmanship, Totare refuses to conform to the standards of industrial mass production. 
Each Totare bag is handcrafted by exceptionally talented genuine leather artisans, with 
extreme attention to detail, exemplifying classic leathercraft.  
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If you would like more information about this topic, please call Laura Dorr at 
209-834-0287 x114 or email laura@americanplastics.com. 


